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Nancy Welch 

 

 

Como é você Como é o tempo  

You give Ramon a look. You hope it conveys your apologies for  and helplessness 

regarding  whatever your father says. The first day when Ramon explained that he was neither 

you  Domini

you no longer waste your breath. He will not change. He will continue to believe that any woman 

 loosening the brace, checking the incision, asking him to kick out his legs and wiggle toes  

and does not respond. 

He will look for any opportunity to speak one of the five languages, besides English, with 

which he claims acquaintance. You knew about Italian, Portuguese and French  remnants of a 

New Bedford, Massachusetts, boyhood  plus a smattering of Korean, courtesy of the U.S. 
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Army. That your father knows some Hungarian  quite a lot, it turns out  is news to you. 

at is) 

the time of his life. 

 

Ramon presses the bedrail button. Slowly the bed tilts your father up. He holds a 

sideway

 Capeesh  

Capeesh  

his head right or left. It holds his chin thrust up, lower lip jutting out. This gives him an air of 

defiance, wariness too as his eyes cast about until they find you. Then he grins. You catch the 

gleam of his way-in-the-back silver tooth. He waggles his fingers and greets you with the silly 

 

s at  

effect of the anesthesia that should, eventually, lessen. 

 

 

You step up to the bed, your boots bumping into a metal trash can. The small room is a 

crowded jumble. Yesterday Biljana had sworn repeatedly, bumping into nightstands, sending 
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flimsy h Szar

Merde

liked  this is how he would put it, if he could find his everyday words  

In the corner is a folded-up wheelchair that will take him to therapy. Above is the bulletin board 

on which the recreational therapist pins a new inspirational quote every morning. The 

n exceptionally sunny man. He bounces in and 

bounces out of patient rooms. For the holidays he wears bell-tipped elf boots. His choices for 

 It is not necessary to change. Survival is 

not mandatory. 

 

He nods, opening the wardrobe and patting the upper shelf for the clean undershirts and 

bottoms your mother restocked yesterday. (She, too, is almost 80 and usually on her own, 

something, you push  

He grabs hold of the bed rail and tries on his own to twist. One try, two tries, and then he falls 

 Como 

é você  
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Until yesterday your father had a roommate, an elderly African-American gentleman 

named Harold who had suffered a 

Macon, Georgia. Macon is where he used to stop, staying at a Holiday Inn, every year on his way 

to the annual sales convention in Jacksonville. This was many years ago, before he retired  

involuntarily, the company about to go under  but since the surgery, everything has seemed 

ching, crouching, 

day  

 he is all silver-toothed grins. 

place  

ing up at the 

salesman, too. He is dead now, had died  if you remember right  of an undiagnosed 

aneurysm. It had happened when he was by himself in the room of another Holiday Inn, not in 

Macon. This too was many years ago. 

In these conversations Harold regarded your father with polite attention and said nothing. 

accompanied by the music therapist strumming an autoharp, Harold sang in a clear, sweet tenor. 

mastered the putting on of socks and having achieved bathroom independence, was discharged to 
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is expected to stay empty. 

Your father, shipping out every night in his dreams, is not a restful roommate. Last night, 

 without even a walker, 

according to Ramon. Rods and pins hold together his disintegrating spine. Beneath the sheets his 

legs look like crooked twigs. 

 

-neck Fruit of the Looms (size XL to slip 

easily over the brace) and scrub pants (navy, to help hide the stains) that you picked up four-for-

$10 at the Westlake Wal-Mart. Ramon reaches for a fresh pair of pants. Your father starts to peel 

 

Outsi

dressed like Santa Claus, a welcome splash of red against gray asphalt, stone and sky. You give 

him a wave, then call your husband, trying to think of something that might buck him up. Every 

month for the past three months his office   

words of reassurance you do not have and an irrelevant bit of news  

to snow  when he tells you that your daughter has been arrested. Or not arrested. Summoned. 

To juvenile traffic court. She was going 88 on a twisty, two-lane road. 
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The wind has come up, gusty and cold. It cuts through your coat, sends a crumpled 

you can manage. You have star

It is always, with her, the worst that you imagine: the most unforgiving curve, the one marked by 

a homemade cross in remembrance of the last thoughtless teen, your daughter sailing over the 

guardrail and into inky oblivion or else into a hospital just like this, the ward reserved for those 

 a while more. 

With these words comes warm relief, the same you felt yesterday when the nurse 

manager tsked -up, his fogged confusion 

you felt such gratitude, such thanks. No, really, you tell your mother, whom you call next. You 

just, you explain, that Dad is still not  a 

gleeful joker, an unexpected linguist  

impro

recovering from painful knee replacements how to swear in Italian and Portuguese. In 

 bowl of 

cereal, make his own bed. 
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comes all at once, furious and dense, lasting three minutes or three days. You study the sky. It 

looks th

father speaking in a language you do not know with a sturdy-

seen. 

he bed. The woman  

a nurse, you conclude; she releases pills from their packets into tiny plastic cups  says 

something to him. He holds up three fingers, then adds a pinky to make four. She nods, drops 

one more pill into the first cup. When she lifts it to his lips, what she says has the cadence of 

-patterned 

smock and written on th

fifties and speaking to your father in  it sounds nothing like French, Italian, Korean, or 

Portuguese  Hungarian. 

 west-side neighborhood 

where parents held tight to the languages of left-behind homes and the Lutheran church 

 

 

They

lay: Che pezza di merda or 
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something worse. In language school he seems to have done well, and you can imagine what 

should have come after: a lonely listening post in the Black Forest, close to a friendly village 

with a cozy pub. He might have added Bavarian-inflected German to his linguistic repertoire. 

The woman who is your mother might never have been his wife. But because they sent him to 

the road, occasionally 

 of camping 

and of Korea  as he ever said. 

she does in English, pronouncing each word slowly, emphatically, to cut through the snow that 

 

 

Hunched over his walker, the cumbersome brace pushing his chin up and out, he looks like a 

 lower 

back, upper back, hip  he shrinks. The next time you get back to Ohio, he may have 

 gives a heavy scowl and picks up the walker. Then he sets 

 

 

 

But Ramon has returned, braking the wheelchair and holding it steady. Kati eases your 

Allons-y
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 OT, 

you will sit here and read, or watch the television hanging high on the wall, or look out the 

window above his bed, a bare courtyard and another hospital wing, just like this. At lunch, 

Ramon will cover him with a towel, then pull back the table far enough that your father can see 

of the occupational therapist, though your mother usually does. Later, when he returns from 

afternoon therapy tired but happy  he has made so many friends  you will feel sleepy, dull, 

sleep. With morning will come the recreational therapist wearing merry boots and bearing 

disturbing quotations: When you jump for joy, beware that no one moves the ground from 

beneath your feet. 

 

Jumping up, you ar

The holidays will shoot past, a new term will begin. Your husband will shrink from the 

humiliation of filing an unemployment claim just next door to the office that laid him off; your 

daughter, stripped of her license, will start taking rides from a scowling boy. How hard it will be 

to convey her, happy or at least whole, into adulthood. At most you have one more week here. 

Then you realize your father  in his wheelchair, Ramon backing him out the door  is trying, 

frantically, to speak. 
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window the courtyard has been erased by sudden swirling snow. 

Havazik  

Havazik

voice returned. 

-va-  

  


